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Morphology of the implantation-induced disorder in GaAs studied by Raman spectroscopy
and ion channeling
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Disorder was introduced into GaAs by implantation of30Si1ions, using a very wide range of ion doses, dose
rates, and implant temperatures, and studied by Raman scattering~RS! and Rutherford backscattering ion
channeling~RBS!. RS spectra were deconvoluted consistently and systematically into up to four components,
one of them being an apparent background signal interpreted here as a boson peak. Arguments are given that
this signal represents the second amorphous phase different from a continuous random network. An intercas-
cade distance model~ICD! was postulated, which estimates the average distance,L ICD , between implantation-
induced cascades as a function of ion dose. An analogous parameter,LRBS, was calculated from the RBS
damage fractionfRBS. From RS data the correlation lengthLRS, representing the size of crystalline regions
with preserved translational symmetry, was determined by fitting the LO signal within the spatial correlation
model. All threeL ’s agree nicely, proving the equivalency of the correlation length and intercascade distance.
This enabled a straightforward comparison of relevant signals and a direct correlation between RS and RBS.
While measure of damage in RBS (fRBS) reflects the disordered volume fraction of the implanted layer, RS
measures simultaneously the lowering of the translational symmetry~an effect that prevails at lower doses! and
the fraction of disordered volume~prevailing at higher doses!. A considerable difference in sensitivity between
RS and RBS to particular defects enabled the differentiation of six different types of implantation-introduced
disorder.@S0163-1829~97!06524-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Disordered~particularly amorphous! semiconductors have
attracted considerable interest due to a number of theo
cally intriguing aspects and also due to their important r
in many current and future technologies.1 While in perfect
crystalline semiconductors characteristic properties are g
erally well defined, in disordered semiconductors most pr
erties ~optical, electrical, vibrational, structural, thermod
namic, etc.! depend on the preparation conditions and
thermal history.2 Traditionally, tetrahedrally coordinate
amorphous semiconductors have been envisioned as a
tinuous random network (a-CRN! of host atoms, which was
assumed to be the only amorphous phase.3–7However, based
on the reinterpretation of the observed background signa
Raman spectra, it has been proposed that ina-Si ~Ref. 8! and
a-GaAs ~Refs. 9 and 10! an additional amorphous structu
exists, which has a specific medium-range order~MRO!.
This peculiar structure, common in glassy materials, cau
an excess in the vibrational density of states~in comparison
to the expected Debye value!, resulting in a broad band, th
so-called ‘‘boson peak’’~BP! in Raman spectra.9–11 Up to
now, the MRO structure has not been directly visualized~by
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy or atom
force microscopy! in either glasses or in vitreous amorpho
semiconductors but is manifest in spectra of inelastic neu
scattering, x-ray diffraction, infrared absorption, low
temperature excess specific heat and thermal conduct
plateaus,12–14 and Raman scattering.15 Hence the micro-
scopic origin of these ‘‘excess’’ vibrational states caus
550163-1829/97/55~24!/16205~12!/$10.00
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‘‘boson peak’’ remains controversial.16–20 Several, usually
material-specific, models were proposed, such as the
volvement of ‘‘soft’’ anharmonic potentials,17 dipolar inter-
actions between defects,18 the involvement of clusters o
structural correlations,19 and the existence of MRO structure
with fractionlike dynamics above a certain frequency.20 In
this paper we have adopted this last approach, since ther
sound arguments that it is the most appropriate9,21 and since
presented experimental results are consistent with such
interpretation, giving it new support. As in glassy solid
MRO was not hitherto directly seen in tetrahedral semic
ductors, but there are indications that it is present in t
class of materials as well.9,21,22 However, this particular
choice of interpretation of the ‘‘background’’ part of the R
spectra is not critical for this paper, the main point being
observation that the apparent ‘‘background’’ is in fact
meaningful signal, equivalent to the analogous signal
glassy solids~BP!, regardless of which exact microscop
structure gives rise to this signal. Such an interpretation
BP in a-GaAs establishes an exciting common link betwe
tetrahedral semiconductors and otherwise very differ
glassy materials.

Implantation-induced disorder is of particular scienti
interest in this regard so that issues such as noncrystall
and the possible existence of an atomic-scale structure~s! in-
termediate to that of the crystalline and amorphous forms
be probed.3 When partly disordered by implantation, GaA
becomes effectively a semiconductor nanocomposite~in
analogy with nanocomposites in sol-gel ceramics,23 i.e., a
composite of amorphous GaAs and GaAs nanocrystals
16 205 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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microcrystals!. Thus ion implantation allows the increment
introduction of disorder and can enable fundamental stu
of the creation and dynamics of disorder, from defect nuc
ation until ~and even after! the amorphous state is reache
Furthermore, various factors influencing morphology and
amount of disorder can be studied by changing external
rameters of the implantation. In this work, ion implantati
is used in this way and for that purpose.

Both Raman spectroscopy~RS! and Rutherford back-
scattering~RBS! ion channeling have been used extensiv
to monitor overall changes in microstructure of implant
samples. However, an analysis that would enable a di
comparison of ‘‘figures of merit,’’ i.e., changes in characte
istic signals that would be appropriate for the disorder
sessment in each method, is still lacking. An attempt in t
direction has shown that such a comparison might be hel
in differentiating some disordered structures.24,25 For a
meaningful comparison of the two methods, it must
proven that they have equivalent definitions of some ba
disorder properties, such as ‘‘amorphous,’’ ‘‘crystalline
etc. It is not always the case, and there are many kno
examples where different characterization techniques m
saturate, and thereby imply amorphization, at quite differ
doses.26 It will be shown in this paper that RS and RB
results could be directly compared since both techniques
dicate that amorphization occurs at the same dose@both crys-
talline components~LO and TO! in RS spectra vanish at th
same dose at which the RBS damage refraction reaches
~Fig. 3!#. Furthermore, it will be shown in Sec. IV B tha
both RS and RBS give similar values for the correlati
lengthL, which measures the size of undamaged crystal
gions.

In this paper, results of Raman and ion channeling stud
of the disorder and its morphology in Si implanted GaAs
presented. A very large range of Si ion doses, ion dose ra
and substrate temperatures has been applied. The aim o
paper is twofold: first, to identify and analyze variou
mechanisms that are responsible for different sensitivitie
RS and RBS to various types of disorder~Sec. IV A!. We
have analyzed possible mechanisms influencing RBS
Raman signals, and proposed a physical picture that ena
meaningful qualitative and even quantitative comparison
tween these two methods, and predicts for which types
disorder either particular method should be more sensit
Second, we apply these findings to analyze GaAs layers
ordered in a controlled way by ion implantation, by changi
the ion dose~Sec. IV B!, ion dose rate~Sec. IV C!, and sub-
strate temperature~Sec. IV D!. It is demonstrated that at lea
six different components of the damage can be success
separated, which yields better understanding of the diso
and disorder morphology evolution during ion implantati
in GaAs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The starting material was liquid encapsulated Czochra
~LEC! grown, undoped, semi-insulating,~100!-oriented
GaAs, with a dislocation density in the 104/cm2 range.
30Si1 was implanted at an energy of 100 keV into substra
tilted 7° with respect to the incident beam to minimize cha
neling effects. Precautions were taken to control the impl
es
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tation temperature, as described previously.27,28Six series of
samples were implanted:~a! different ion doses in the rang
831012/cm2–331015/cm2 at low dose rate ~0.05
mA/cm2); ~b! ion doses in the range 131015/cm2–3
31016/cm2 at high dose rate~1.0 mA/cm2); ~c! different
dose rates at a fixed ion dose 231014/cm2; and~d!–~f! three
series of samples for which three selected doses~and the
same low dose rate! were kept constant but substrate tem
perature was varied in the2190 °C to140 °C range.

First-order, dipole-allowed Raman spectra were obtain
at room temperature~RT! by excitation with the 2.57-eV
~514.5-nm! line from an Ar-ion laser, with low laser powe
~0.4 W! to avoid heating. The probing depth for both cry
talline and amorphous GaAs regions is shallower than
thickness of the implanted layer, which is approximately 1
nm, so that the undamaged underlying substrate does
contribute to the Raman spectra. The scattered light was
tered with a triple spectrometer~DILOR Z-24! and Raman
spectra were taken in the 190–320-cm21 range, with 1-
cm21 step. This or a similarly limited frequency range
often used in Raman analysis3–5,29,30since in this range all
RS signals characteristic of implanted GaAs can be
served, including two crystalline modes@longitudinal optical
LO~G! peak at 290 cm21 and transversal optical TO~G! at
268 cm21], the most prominent amorphous band~centered
at 250 cm21), and also a part of the very broad BP. Th
peak has a maximum below 100 cm21, and decreases slowl
and monotonously up to about 1000 cm21, so that in a small
frequency range 190–320 cm21 its intensity is well approxi-
mated as a linear function of frequency.

For ion channeling~RBS!, backscattered ions from
2-MeV He1 beam were detected at a scattering angle
160°. The probing beam was aligned with the^100& axis of
the crystal. Damage profiles were extracted from the R
spectra by subtracting the dechanneling portion of the yie
and correcting for the dechanneled fraction of the beam a
function of depth.31 RBS damage fraction (fRBS) is defined
as the volume fraction of all atoms in the ion-implant
layer, which are disordered by implantation. All RBS and R
measurements were done at RT several months after imp
tation. This ensured complete stabilization of implant dis
der, since part of the damage is known to anneal at RT o
time scales of the order of days or even weeks.28,32

III. RESULTS

Examples of first-order Raman and RBS spectra depic
ion dose effects on representative samples from series~a!
and ~b! are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In
unimplanted sample@Fig. 1~A!#, a sharp LO~G! line at 290
cm21 is absolutely dominant. Note especially that the T
peak at 268 cm21 is absent, since it arises from a symmetr
forbidden scattering in the~100!-oriented zinc-blende struc
ture. With increasing dose other contributions become
portant, particularly the TO peak at 268 cm21, and a band at
250 cm21, which is generally accepted to originate from th
continuous-random-network structure of the amorpho
phase (a-CRN!.3,33 The BP signal also continuously in
creases with the dose. At doses around 331015/cm2 ~CA
dose! both crystal-related peaks practically disappear, in
cating complete amorphization of the layer. Similarly,
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RBS spectra the total damage increases up to dos
31015/cm2, where it reaches the same backscattered yiel
from the random direction. Further implantation just sligh
increases the thickness of the amorphized layer.

The kinetics of the accumulation of implantation-induc
disorder as a function of ion dose is presented in Fig.

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of 100-keV30Si1-implanted GaAs, ob-
tained using 2.41-eV excitation line polarized along the~110! di-
rection, without polarization determination for the scattered lig
Implantation doses are indicated in the figure, the implant cur
density was 50 nA/cm2 for ~B!–~E!, and 1000 nA/cm2 for ~F!. ~A!
represents Raman spectrum for unimplanted sample. Decom
tion of spectra and fitting procedure are explained in the text.

FIG. 2. Ion channeling spectra for 2.0-MeV4He ions scattered
at 160° from GaAs samples after implantation with30Si ions at the
indicated doses. The channeling direction was along a^100& axis.
3
as

.

Raman fractions are defined as relative intensity ratios of
particular peak to the total Raman signal. As expected,
Raman fraction of the LO peak (f LO5I LO /I tot), representing
the monocrystalline, undamaged portion of the layer,
creases monotonously with the dose. The TO fractionf TO
indicates the presence of misoriented crystallites, i.e., so
portion of the layer that was highly disordered during im
plantation and then randomly recrystallized. This polycry
talline component first increases with dose, and then
creases down to a total disappearance. It is interesting
important that only the BP fractionf b continues increasing
with dose over the entire range of doses. It is particula
interesting also thatf a (a-CRN fraction! first increases, then
saturates, and finally starts to decrease with dose. This t
of the increase off b at the expense off a continues even afte
complete amorphization of the layer. Although these Ram
fractions do not represent absolute volume fractions of e
component they clearly show trends in accumulation of p
ticular types of damage with dose, and indicate the prese
of each fraction at the particular dose, as well as poss
transformations of one fraction into the other. RBS resu
presented in the same figure, show that most of the implan
volume is damaged within last order of magnitude below
CA dose. For doses higher than the CA dose~when
fRBS51!, RBS cannot distinguish changes in the morpholo
of the disorder resulting from additional implantation.

The process of amorphization with implantation is usua
analyzed through the ratio of intensities of crystalline a
amorphous component-related signals in RS.24,34 Now that
we have indication of a second amorphous phase, we h
analyzed them separately, withI a denoting the integral of the
a-CRN peak, andI b denoting the integral of the BP compo
nent. Figure 4 shows a monotonic decrease ofI LO /I a with

.
nt

si-

FIG. 3. Ion dose dependence of fractions of Raman compon
as determined from fitting and decomposition of RS spectra~left
y axis! and the fraction of displaced atoms in the implanted lay
as determined with RBS~right y axis!. Open symbols refer to the
dose rate of 0.05mA/cm2, and solid symbols to the dose rate of
mA/cm2. Lines are added to guide the eye.
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16 208 55U. V. DESNICA et al.
dose (I LO denotes the integral of the LO peak!. The I LO /I b
ratio shows essentially the same trend, and both simply tr
the conversion of the GaAs crystal to amorphous GaAs.
I b /I a ratio remains practically constant for lower doses, a
increases continuously for higher doses, indicating a sign
cant change in the morphology of the amorphous part. T
morphology change begins even before RBS detects c
plete amorphization, and moreover continues thereafter.

The same ratios are presented in Fig. 5 for series~c!,
where the samples were all implanted with the same dose
with different ion dose rates. The RBS damage signal

FIG. 4. Ion dose dependence of Raman intensity ratios of
crystalline to amorphous components~left y axis!, and intensity
ratio of boson to random amorphous components~right y axis!.
Lines are added to guide the eye.

FIG. 5. Dose rate dependence~open symbols! of Raman inten-
sity ratios~LO crystalline to amorphous components and boson
random amorphous components; lefty axis!, and fraction of dis-
placed atoms in implanted layer, as determined with RBS~right y
axis!. Lines are added to guide the eye. The range of each ratio
all applied doses is also shown~for the rate 0.05mA/cm2; solid
symbols!.
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creases drastically with ion dose rate~from less than 10% for
low rates to over 80% for highest rate!. However, the RS
ratios I LO /I a and I LO /I b decrease only slightly with rate
Similarly, theI b /I a increases only slightly with rate.

Finally, the effect of substrate temperature on the disor
is presented in Figs. 6 and 7, for three series of samples,
series implanted with a single ion dose (331013/cm2, 1
31014/cm2, or 631014/cm2, respectively! at a low dose rate

o

or

FIG. 6. Raman intensity ratios~crystalline to amorphous com
ponents! as a function of implant temperature, for three differe
doses. Open symbols depictI LO /I b ratio, while solid symbols de-
pict I LO /I a ratio. Lines are added to guide the eye.

FIG. 7. RBS detected fraction of displaced atoms~left axis,
open symbols! and Raman intensity ratio~boson to random amor
phous components; right axis, solid symbols! as a function of im-
plant temperature, for three different doses. Lines are adde
guide the eye.
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~0.05mA/cm2). At the lowest dose bothI LO /I a and I LO /I b
are large and practically constant, due to the absence of
nificant amorphization. On the other hand, at two high
doses, both ratios increase with implant temperature u
they reach approximately a constant value. The differe
between these two doses is that for the higher dose the
stant value is lower for both components and it is reac
only at a higher implant temperature~Fig. 6!. The tempera-
ture range where the changes of ratios occur correspond
the range of the most dramatic decrease of RBS dete
damage. This is valid for both doses.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of RS and RBS detection of disorder

RBS detects atoms that are displaced from their crys
lattice sites. This makes it sensitive~though with some varia-
tions in sensitivity! to all types of disorder that involve suc
displacements. Hence RBS is a quantitative method but n
specific to defect type. RS spectroscopy, on the other h
can provide defect-specific information, but is generally n
as quantitative. Hence they may give complementary in
mation. However, in the various experiments describ
above, either one or the other method seems much m
sensitive, which might be confusing. On the other hand
different sensitivities for different types of defects are w
understood, the comparison can be used to differentiate t
defects. For example, there are dramatic changes in Ra
signals for very low doses,34 where the RBS signal is stil
nonexistent or is very small~Fig. 3!. Similarly at high im-
plant temperatures, the RBS signal drops practically
zero,35 while the Raman ratios indicate that a considera
amount of damage is still present in the crystal, includ
some amorphization~Figs. 6 and 7!. On the other hand, in
some cases sensitivity to the disorder seems consider
higher for RBS than for RS~Fig. 5!, particularly the increase
of the disorder with dose rate.

In RBS the maximum signal is obtained for comple
amorphization of the implanted crystal (fRBS51).The lower
limit of the method is determined by the background scat
ing yield ~primarily scattering from the surface atoms!,
which is typically 2–3% of the maximum signal. Hence, t
range of sensitivity of RBS covers doses approximately t
orders of magnitude below CA dose. In principle,fRBS
should correspond and be proportional to the total volu
fraction of the layer, which is disordered with implantatio
~all types of disorder included!. However, some particula
types of disorder, such as small volume defects, for exam
clusters of point defects~interstitials!, can block the entire
open channel between two adjacent rows of crystal ato
thereby effectively contributing to the RBS signal mu
more than they should according to their actual volume fr
tion of the layer.24 Still, in order to be observed by RBS a
all, the concentration of these small-volume defects has t
quite large, of the order of 1% or so.

In RS the increase of disorder results in both the decre
of signal from undamaged monocrystalline fraction and
increase of signals characteristic of different types of dis
der. Hence, the ratio of the sum of intensities of differe
disorder-related signalsI d ~when properly weighted with
specific scattering cross sections! to I LO should be propor-
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tional to the disordered volume fraction. However, there
some specific types of disorder or defects, which w
strongly affect Raman spectra even in cases when the
ume fraction of these defects is very small, i.e.,fRBS>0.
Namely, stringent symmetry-related selection rules and
momentum conservation ruleq50 are strictly satisfied only
in a perfect crystal. However, in a damaged crystal the tra
lation symmetry along the crystal is no longer preserved
to the loss of long-range order. The conservation rule th
spans a certain range of wave numbers of order 1/L, where
L is the correlation~phonon localization! length, i.e., an av-
erage size of the undamaged region. Relaxation of conse
tion rules leads to the progressive attenuation of the LO p
intensity @Eq. ~1! in Ref. 6, also Refs. 5, 36, and 37#. If the
crystal is, for example, portioned by some line defects, t
effect will be strong even for a relatively small total numb
of atoms involved in these line defects.~It is easy to estimate
that, for example, a line defect density that would invol
only 0.1% of the volume fraction of atoms in the implante
layer would partition the layer into pieces smaller than
nm on average.! In as-implanted samples disordered io
tracks can be easily envisioned as these line defects. On
contrary, it seems that simple point defects, such as inte
tials, for example, do not cause enough disturbance in cry
symmetry to directly determineL, so that for such very
small defects the effective reduction ofL results from cumu-
lative effects on phonon scattering.30 These effects should b
important for very low implantation doses, where implant
ions create disordered cascades that are far apart, and m
the layer is still undamaged. At higher doses, when a con
erable part of the layer is disordered, these effects sho
become irrelevant and changes in volume fractions of per
and disordered parts of the layer should dominate. Our
and RBS data give the opportunity to check this conc
experimentally and quantitatively, which will be done in th
next section.

An important consequence transpires from the above
cussion: defects having small volume but different morph
ogy ~like clusters of interstitials in contrast to dislocatio
loops or other linear or planar defects! could influence Ra-
man and RBS spectra very differently. For very small co
centrations some of them will be invisible to RBS but c
strongly influence Raman spectra by lowering crystal tra
lation symmetry. On the other hand, at large concentratio
where the change of the total disordered volume is the m
prominent effect, some of these defects will be sensed
RBS more profoundly than their volume fraction would wa
rant due to shadowing effects.

B. Dose effects

The measured RS is interpreted as being a superpos
of several essentially independent components.3 In this work
we provide arguments that they represent following str
tures of the implanted layer: undamaged crystalline, recr
tallized misoriented crystalline, amorphous CRN, and
amorphous phase. The essential difference between
present analysis and previous interpretations4,24,34 is the in-
clusion of the ‘‘background signal’’ as a representative o
new component of the disorder, the second amorph
phase, possibly comprising MRO.
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16 210 55U. V. DESNICA et al.
The other important improvement is that, in order to an
lyze disorder quantitatively and to determine more precis
the bandwidth and position of the LO peak, all other comp
nents ~including BP! were subtracted in a consistent wa
a-BP ~‘‘background’’! signal approximated with linear func
tion, thea-CRN signal with a Gaussian function, and the T
crystalline peak with a Lorentzian shape function~Fig. 1!.
The remaining LO peak was then analyzed within the ‘‘sp
tial correlation’’ model6,37 in which it is assumed that defec
introduced by irradiation partition crystal into regions of
nite sizeL. The consequence is the relaxation of theq50
selection rule, allowing the contributions fromqÞ0
phonons, determined by the dispersion relationv(q). The
localization of the wave vector is imposed through t
Gaussian attenuation function exp(2q2L2/4) and the Raman
intensity at a frequencyv is expressed as

I ~v!;E
0

1

expS 2q2L2

4a2 D d3q

@v2v~q!#21@G0/2#2
, ~1!

whereq is the wave vector in the units of 2p/a, a is the
lattice constant (a55.65 Å for GaAs crystal!, G0 is the full
width at half maximum of the unperturbed LO shape a
determined from the measurement on undamaged cry
(G053.2 cm21). For the dispersion relationv(q) we have
used analytic expression

v~q!5A1B cos~pq!, ~2!

which reproduces well the dispersion of the LO phonon
GaAs and has been successfully used by Tionget al.6 We
have chosen slightly different values for parameters in
~2!, A5267.8 cm21 andB522.5 cm21 to accommodate the
fact that our measurements were done at RT instead of a
K.6 The integration is performed numerically and the cor
lation lengthL is obtained as a parameter of the fitting curv
calculated after Eq.~1! for each dose.

Following implantation, the experimental LO~G! line, lo-
cated at 290 cm21 in the undamaged sample, shifts to low
frequency and broadens asymmetrically~Fig. 1 and inset of
Fig. 8!. This is the result of the change in the phonon loc
ization lengthL due to the size reduction of the remainin
crystallites4,6 and possibly due to other factors, such
defect-associated lattice strains.29 The LO line disappears a
the same ion dose and rate in RS for which the fraction
disordered atoms in RBS spectra reaches 100%~Fig. 3!.

The peak at 268 cm21 is assigned to the TO phonon
This peak shows a very small redshift and only slight bro
ening ~Fig. 1!, in accord with previous reports.29 We have
interpreted it as scattering from parts of the implanted la
that were recrystallized, and misoriented after freezing ou
the hot tracks along the ions’ path. The arguments for s
an interpretation can be deduced from previous papers~a!
the TO peak, although forbidden for~100! orientation, is
allowed for different crystal orientations in GaAs,6,29 and~b!
there is no peak or band originating from amorphous ph
that could have its maximum at energies higher than
cm21 ~Refs. 7 and 34!. ~This work offers further argument
for this assignation!; ~c! there is a very significant recrysta
lization of GaAs implanted with Si at RT~considerably
lower disorder for RT than for low-T implants; Figs. 6 and
7!, and ~d! the dose dependence of the relative intensity
-
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the 268-cm21 peak~Fig. 3!: its fraction first increases with
dose and then decreases down to complete disappear
This happens for the same dose for which the other crys
line fraction related peak, the LO-phonon peak, disappear
well. The disappearance of both crystalline peaks occur
lower dose for high dose rate implants, as an expected c
sequence of rate effects~next paragraph!. Additionally, in
GaAs implanted at RT, misoriented recrystallized portions
the layer were indeed observed by high-resolution transm
sion electron microscopy.38

The most interesting is the dose dependence of
amorphous-phase related peaks. It is widely accepted tha
peak at 250 cm21 originates from the amorphou
phase,3,4,33,34 specifically from thea-CRN structure.3 The
fraction of this component (f a) increases with ion dose, bu
only within a limited dose range. For higher dosesf a satu-
rates, and even decreases. On the other hand, the BP fra
f b increases in the whole range of applied doses~Fig. 3!.
This result suggests that implanted Si ions, besides dest
ing crystallinity of the starting material, also change t
structure of the amorphous phase. This effect is cleares
the highest doses, when both crystalline fractions are z
i.e., the implanted layer is completely amorphized. Then
further increase of dose undoubtedly converts thea-CRN
fraction into thea-BP fraction. However, it seems that th
same effect is occurring at lower doses as well: the stag
tion of f a with dose at intermediate doses can then be
plained by postulating simultaneous conversion of crystall
material into amorphous phase~s! along with the conversion
of the a-CRN structure into the BP structure, causing fi
stagnation and then even a decrease off a . The evolution of
the ratio of both amorphous componentsI b /I a with dose is
particularly informative~Fig. 4!: at lowest doses, theI b /I a
ratio remains constant but increases progressively at hig
doses.

To obtain a quantitative estimate of the amorphizat
process with dose increase, we used here the basic appr
of the Morehead-Crowder~MC! model.39 This model at-
tributes damage formation to the quenching-in of a hig
density defect cluster within a cylinderlike volume alon
each ion track. The volume of each such cylinder is equa
Aa1d,whereAa1 is the average amorphized single casca
area~projected on the surface of the crystal!, andd is pen-
etration depth~i.e., the thickness of the implanted layer!.
Gibbons40 has shown that when an allowance is made
those cascades that overlap with preexisting amorphous
eas, the effective cumulative amorphized area,Aa,eff , cov-
ered by cascades in the MC model is

Aa,eff5Atot@12exp~2DAa1!#, ~3!

whereD stands for the applied dose andAtot for the total
implanted area. For doses above a few times 1013/cm2, the
probability for each additional ion cascade to overlap alrea
highly damaged volume becomes significant and increa
considerably with dose. Therefore the observed increas
I b /I a ~Fig. 4! indicates thatI b is more efficiently created
indirectly, from already highly predisordered~or even amor-
phized! material than directly, from the virgin crystal.

Within the fractal interpretation of the BP,9,10 this struc-
ture was discussed in terms of strained nanometric ‘‘blob
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of host atoms whose overcoordination is relaxed throu
bond percolation. In that model it was assumed that th
blobs are responsible for the ‘‘excess’’ vibrational mod
and resulting BP. Presented results on dose effects corr
rate this picture: Si atoms, being smaller than both Ga
As host atoms, can be envisioned as potential nucleation
ters for such strained blobs. Hence higher dose produ
more blobs and larger BP. These results and interpreta
are also consistent with the results obtained ina-Si:H, where
addition of C atoms also increases the BP component.9 At
the highest doses theI b /I a ratio becomes very large, indica
ing a tendency toward almost complete ‘‘bosonization’’
the layer. This would mean that the composite of BP a
CRN amorphous phases is progressively replaced with a
work of strained regions connected through remnants
CRN. Such a picture of disordered solids in which so
specific structure with medium range order is connected
a network is currently gaining some favor both in interpre
tion of experimental results in glassy materials and in th
retical concepts and modeling of these amorph
materials.41

The very largeI b /I a ratio for larger doses gives addition
support to the concept of the ‘‘boson peak’’ as a manifes
tion and measure of a new, distinct phase of the disor
contrasting an alternative model, which attributes the br
peak to the sum of higher-order scattering contributions
the Raman spectrum.42 Should the latter be the case then,
order to observe such large values ofI b /I a , one should have
to assume that second- and higher-order scattering cont
tions have similar or even higher intensity than first-ord
scattering, which would be very hard to justify.

Additional implantation of already amorphized lay
brings to the layer both more foreign atoms and more ene
delivered by the impact of accelerated ions. Hence the q
tion is whether the increase ofI b at the expense ofI a results
from additional doping~i.e., more nucleation centers! or
from the energy delivered to the crystal by the implantati
It remains also unclear which amorphous component,a-BP
or a-CRN configuration, is energetically more favorable a
thermally more stable, i.e., whether the energy delivered
fast ions is used to further disorder the layer or to be
arrange it into a more favorable configuration. These qu
tions cannot be answered from dose effect experime
alone, but will be discussed more thoroughly when dep
dence on implant temperature is included in Sec. IV D.

Some additional consequences and conclusions can b
tained by analyzing the evolution of disorder with dose
observed on the same set of samples by RS and RBS~Fig.
3!. Even at the lowest dose used the intensity of the
peaks~Figs. 1 and 3! is considerably reduced. At this low
dose~only 0.3% of the CA dose! the volume fraction of all
disordered atoms has to be still very low, and RBS meas
ments confirm that notion. This means that crystal-
amorphous conversion is not yet important, and hence
primary ‘‘disordering’’ mechanism is a decrease of the c
relation lengthL with dose. For higher doses the change
relative volumes of crystalline and amorphous fractions
comes dominant. The considerable change of slope of b
I LO /I a and I LO /I b ratios with dose at approximately few
times 1013/cm2 ~Fig. 4! is interpreted as a change from on
mechanism into the other.
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Fitting parameterL of Eq. ~1! allows us to give an inde-
pendent experimental assessment of the above conclus
The shift of the LO peak positionDv, calculated from Eq.
~1!, can be plotted as a function of the LO widthG as pre-
sented in Fig. 8. Righty axis shows corresponding values
L. The full line is calculated from Eq.~1! and the dispersion
relation@Eq. ~2!# with parameters chosen to account for me
surements at RT and used for fitting throughout this wo
The dashed line was obtained when Tiong’s parameters,6 ap-
propriate for 77 K, were used. Experimental points were
termined from LO peaks obtained from RS spectra for e
ion dose, after all other contributions (a-CRN, a-BP, and
TO related RS signals! were subtracted from the deconvo
luted measured RS spectra. The agreement between th
perimental points and the theoretical curve allows two c
clusions. First, that the redshift of LO and its broadening
mainly the consequence of the reduction ofL.Therefore
other mechanisms~strain, proximity of point defects, etc.29!,
which were not included in Eq.~1!, have to be much less
important. Second, that the deconvolution process of
spectra, and hence the underlying physical mechanis
were correctly chosen.43

L values obtained by fitting the LO peak in RS spec
with Eq. ~1! ~right axes of Fig. 8! are presented as a functio
of ion dose in Fig. 9 (LRS,full circles!. L reduces gradually
with dose down to 5 nm, or so, and then a sudden cha
~‘‘quasi-phase transition’’! occurs in the implanted layer
with an abrupt transformation from amorphous1crystalline
to completely amorphous, where obviouslyL50. This
means that there is no gradual reduction ofL down to zero
for the CA dose, which one would expect for a smooth a
continuous union of neighboring amorphous cascades in
completely amorphized layer. A similar effect was report

FIG. 8. Calculated Raman shift and line broadening of the
peak as a function of correlation lengthL: full line, this work;
dashed line, calculated with parameters from Ref. 6. Full circles
experimental values determined from RS spectra after all com
nents except LO were subtracted:~1! unimplanted sample,
and 5 different doses:~2! 831012/cm2 ~3! 331013/cm2 ~4! 2
31014/cm2, ~5! 131014/cm2, and~6! 131015/cm2. Inset: normal-
ized LO peak for same doses.
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for silicon films obtained by glow discharge, where bo
amorphous and microcrystalline samples were obtained
gradually varying deposition parameters.44 The absence of a
continuous transition was observed, and the crystalline
ticle size could not be reduced below;6 nm. Obviously,
detailed investigation applying small increment of doses
the range just below the CA dose would provide more inf
mation about this exciting subject.

Additionally, we have calculated the average sizeL ICD of
undamaged crystal regions, as a function of ion dose.
lowing the MC model the partition of the implanted lay
reduces to a two-dimensional problem and the average
tance between disordered ion cascadesLD can be estimated
from LD51/D1/2. This relation was also used to estimate t
average distance between in-plane point defects in
bombarded graphite.45 We have modified this model: al
though it is very reasonable for low doses, it obviously m
underestimateL values for higher doses. Namely, when t
probability for the overlap of different cascades becomes
nificant then new cascades become less efficient in partit
ing the remaining undamaged parts. Using the same rea
ing as for the dose dependence ofAa,eff @Eq. ~3!#, an
effective dose Deff can be defined asDeff5Dc@1
2exp(2D/Dc)]. Dc denotes some critical dose, which
equal to 1/Aa1 , as follows from Eq.~3!. Then the effective
intercascade distanceL ICD can be estimated from

L ICD5
1

ADc@12exp~2D/Dc!#
. ~4!

FIG. 9. Dependence ofL on ion dose.d, LRS, values of corre-
lation length determined from RS spectra,@Eq. ~1!; Fig. 8#; h,
LRBS values determined from RBS disordered volume fraction@Eq.
~6!#; 3, LPAD , calculated from data in Fig. 3 in Ref. 47, and inte
cascade distanceL ICD , ~full line!, calculated from Eq.~4!, for Dc

51.2531014 cm22. Curve 2 refers to values obtained withDc

5431013 cm22, and curve 3 withDc5531012 cm22.Arrows at
the first point indicate that only the lower limit ofL can be esti-
mated from Eq.~1!, since for largerL fitting becomes insensitive to
increase ofL, and mechanism~s! limiting L in unimplanted crystal
are not known.
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Figure 9 shows the calculatedL ICD as a function of dose
~curve 1!. Assuming a reasonable single cascade diamete
1 nm, Aa158310215 cm2 andDc51.2531014 cm22. For
this value ofDc calculatedL ICD are systematically lower
than experimentally determinedLRS values. However, since
bothL ICD andLRSwere determined without any free, adjus
able fitting parameters, we consider the agreement satis
tory. Even better agreement is obtained with somewhat lo
Dc values~curves 2 and 3!.

A very important conclusion of these considerations a
results~presented in Figs. 8 and 9! is that both experimenta
results ~from RS! and theoretical estimates~from intercas-
cade distance model, ICD! show strong reduction ofL with
dose for lower doses, a notable kink in th
1013–1014-cm22 dose range, and a weaker dose depende
for higher doses. This is in very good agreement with co
clusions deduced from the change of slope of LO fract
~Fig. 3! and Raman ratios~Fig. 4!, and concept elaborate
upon in Sec. IV A. Very close similarity of curves depictin
dose dependence of Raman ratiosI LO /I a and I LO /I b and
LRS confirms that Raman ratios in fact measure primarily
reduction ofL ~and then indirectly through that the increa
of damage fraction!, particularly at lower doses. The volum
transformation of crystalline to amorphous fractions b
comes important only at higher doses. Decrease ofLRS for
higher doses, where calculatedL ICD reaches practically a pla
teau~inset of Fig. 9! reflects the fact thatL ICD refers exclu-
sively to effects of partition of crystalline areas, while me
suredLRS reflects the increase of amorphization with dose
well. Correlation betweenLRS andL ICD breaks down com-
pletely for D'CA dose, which is understandable since
Eq. ~4! no provision was built in for a sudden transformatio
of a very highly disordered phase into the completely am
phous phase~s!.

A quantitative comparison between RS and RBS is p
sible through the combination of ICD and MC models th
allows us also to estimateL from the RBS experimental dat
(LRBS). In the MC model the RBS volume damage fractio
fRBS corresponds to the fraction of damaged area, so
fRBS5Aa,eff /Atot . Hence, from Eqs.~3! and ~4! one obtains

LRBS5
1

ADcfRBS
. ~5!

LRBS values presented in Fig. 9 accord reasonably w
with L ICD and even better withLRS. Again, note thatLRBS
was also determined without adjustable parameters. O
again, Eq.~5!, for the same reasons as Eq.~4!, cannot predict
LRBS50 for the CA dose, which is an obvious value for
completely amorphized layer~Fig. 3!. Agreement between
L ICD , LRB, andLRS confirms that the concepts of interca
cade distance and correlation length, each obtained f
very different approaches, assumptions, and approximati
are equivalent. This allows the meaningful comparison of
and RBS results, but also confirms the validity of the spa
correlation model, which has been often used but also s
ously questioned.29,30

Unfortunately RBS is insensitive at very low doses, so
comparison withL ICD or LRS in this range is not possible
However, the photoacoustic displacement technique~PAD!
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has been recently developed for low dose monitoring.46 We
have used PAD experimental points, which measure the d
dependence of implantation-induced damage in Si-implan
GaAs,47 and normalized them with RBS data for one do
(331013/cm2) from the middle of the dose range in whic
both methods overlap. Dose dependence ofLPAD @calculated
by a formula analogous with Eq.~5!# shows an excellen
agreement withLRBS at other doses, but also withLRS, as
well as withL ICD particularly in low dose range. This accor
demonstrates that the correlation length concept is the s
when measuring the implantation-induced disorder either
RS or RBS or PAD, and that the ICD model describes w
L measured by any of these three methods.

An apparently huge difference in sensitivity to disorder
low doses between RBS and RS can now be more dire
explained: measure of disorder in RBS (fRBS) reflects the
fraction of disordered volume of the disordered layer, wh
measure~s! of ~dis!order in RS~RS ratios orfRS) measure
simultaneously two aspects of the disorder: lowering of
translational symmetry~prevailing at low doses! and fraction
of disordered volume~effect which prevails at higher doses!.

C. Dose rate effects

It has been shown already that the comparison of d
effects and dose rate effects, as observed by RS and
could be used to estimate the morphology of dose-r
induced damage.25,24However, since those conclusions we
reached without taking into account the ‘‘boson peak’’ co
ponent, they have to be reassessed. Figure 5 shows the q
tative differences in RBS and RS assessment of the r
induced disorder. If one takes dose effects~which cover the
wide range from almost zero to complete disorder! as a
gauge, it is obvious that RBS is very sensitive to rate effe
On the contrary, bothI LO /I a and I LO /I b ratios are similar
and each of them change very little with the change of d
rate. This indicates that the inclusion of the new amorph
componentI b into the physical picture will not change o
contradict previous arguments and conclusions.24,25 In fact,
the main result of that analysis, that the rate effects
caused primarily by small volume defects in crystalli
phase, has been in the meantime independently endorse
other methods as well.48,49 There is separate evidence th
these small-volume defects are most likely clusters of in
stitial Ga atoms48 and/or clusters of interstitial As atoms.49

An additional conclusion from Fig. 5 is that rate effec
cause an increase~although modest! of I b /I a ratio, indicating
somewhat preferential formation of the BP phase for hig
rates. This result is in agreement with trends observed
dose effects, where the increase of total disorder~RBS! is
also accompanied with the conversion ofI a into
I b .Therefore, it seems that the BP component is accumul
more easily from already disordered material, independe
of whether this disorder is created by dose or rate effect

For a more quantitative comparison of dose and rate
fects the summing of Raman scattering intensities from v
ous phases has to be done. Although neither scattering
umes nor specific scattering cross sections for each phas
known,50 some crude assessment can be done. We estim
scattering volumes for the extreme situations, correspond
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to perfect crystal and to a completely amorphized layer us
the penetration depth,d51/(2a), wherea is the absorption
coefficient. Takinga for crystalline GaAs from Ref. 51 and
for amorphous GaAs from Ref. 52, one obtains that scat
ing volume for 514.5-nm photons is almost 43 smaller in
amorphized GaAs than in the crystal. On the other hand,
total number of photons scattered froma-GaAs is about 30%
larger than fromc-GaAs. This leads to a weighting factor o
about 5 for scattering from an undamaged crystal tow
scattering from amorphous phases. Under the assump
that the scattering power of both amorphous component
the same, and, similarly, also the same for both crystal
components, the fraction of RS signal from yet undisorde
parts of the implanted layer isI LO /@ I LO1I TO1(I a
1I b)/5].Then the damaged fractionfRS detected by RS for
any particular ion dose and rate is

fRS512
I LO

I LO1I TO1~ I a1I b!/5
, ~6!

which then can be compared withfRBS, as presented in Fig
10. Although there is always a correlation between RS a
RBS detected disorder, quite different correlations are
served for various dose ranges, depending on whether the
dose or dose rate is the principal variable. Differences
similarities in the sensitivity of each method to specific typ
of defects~disorder! are now very clear. At low doses, wher
the total number of displaced atoms is very small~and hence
fRBS is very small!, the extended defects formed along t
ion tracks cause a strong increase of Raman damage fra
~due to the decrease of theL). On the contrary, RBS is much
more sensitive to the increase of concentration of dose-r
induced defects, which—although small in volume—still o
struct a large fraction of the open channels for the RBS pr
ing beam. However, both methods are comparably sens
when monitoring the increase of the volume of disorde

FIG. 10. Correlation between Raman detected disorder and R
detected disorder for different ion doses~solid symbols! and dose
rates~open symbols!. Normalized Raman detected disorder is d
fined as fRS512I LO /@ I LO1I TO1(I a1I b)/5#, in accord with Eq.
~6!. Lines are added to guide the eye.
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fractions ~primarily f a and f b ; Fig. 3! at the expense o
undamaged crystal. Hence, the results show that severa
ferent types of disorder could be recognized and separate
comparative study of RBS and RS.

D. Implant temperature effects

RBS measurements on Si-implanted GaAs demonstrat
very strong dependence of the total amount of disorder
the temperature at which the implantation was p
formed.25,53The disorder decreases systematically as the
plant temperature is increased in the temperature ra
around RT. The decrease is especially sharp for high do
These measurements give direct evidence for significant
namic annealing~self-healing! in GaAs; i.e., a large fraction
of the implantation-induced disorder is removed during
implantation process itself.

Comparative study with RS provides additional inform
tion about effects involved in these drastic changes~Figs. 6
and 7!. The disorder detected by RS shows the same tre
as RBS, both considering different doses at some sele
temperature, or considering different implant temperature
a selected dose: the RS measure of crystal perfec
(I LO /I a or I LO /I b ratios! show improvement of crystallinity
for lower doses and higher implant temperatures. Howe
again there are considerable quantitative differences in
sensitive two methods are to the disorder. The differenc
the high damage end~low implant temperatures! is probably
less informative. Nonzero RS ratios~reflecting the existence
of small LO fraction! are most probably caused by the rem
nants of some crystallites close to the surface in the ne
amorphized layer. The more important quantitative diff
ence is at the low-damage end, whereI LO /I a and I LO /I b
ratios are far from being as high as one would expect for
GaAs crystal in which RBS detects almost no damage.
viously, I LO is much too small for the supposedly almo
undamaged crystal. In accordance with discussion in S
IV A–IV C, one has to conclude that there must exist
abundance of specific types of residual defects, which low
the LO fraction. SincefRBS is very low, these defects ar
most likely of the same types as defects that lower the
fraction at very low implant doses, i.e., small-volume b
elongated~linear, planar, extended, etc.! defects. This con-
clusion is in agreement with findings obtained with oth
methods, which showed that implanted and annealed G
contains considerable concentration of dislocations loo
stacking faults and other extended defects,25 planar defects,
etc.38 It is interesting that theI LO /I a and I LO /I b ratios re-
main constant above some implant temperature, indica
some residual disorder that is temperature resistant in
temperature range~Fig. 6!. Some of these defects surviv
even high-temperature annealing, causing problems in e
trical activation of dopants.25 Lower ratios for higher implan-
tation doses at any implantation temperature indicate tha
concentration of these residual line/planar defects is p
tively correlated with dose.

Another interesting question is whether the drastic red
tion of total disorder for high-T implants, as observed b
RBS, reflects a proportional reduction of all components
the disorder. The MC model39 describes fairly well the tem
perature dependence of total damage,53 and predicts that
if-
by
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there will be a critical temperature, independent of ion do
at which the direct-impact damage vanishes. It is very int
esting that, for a wide range of ion doses, the change of
morphology of the amorphous volume~evaluated by change
of I b /I a ratio! follows exactly the same trend as total dama
~Fig. 7! and its prediction by the MC model.53 This indicates
that the BP structure is more vulnerable to thermally a
vated diffusion of atoms from the cascades. RBS res
show that total disordered volume~and probably volume of
each cascade as well! is up to 2 orders of magnitude smalle
if the implantation is done at 40 °C instead of RT. The B
fraction is reduced even 2 times more. Hence the BP co
ponent is thermally less stable than thea-CRN component of
the disorder, which means that the free energy of the C
structure is lower than the free energy of the BP structur

At lower implant temperatures, the total disorder is larg
because a larger part of each cascade remains highly d
dered, effectively increasing the probability of the overlap
different cascades. The observed strong increase ofI b /I a
indicates more efficient production, growth, and accumu
tion, of the BP structure for conditions where implanted io
enter into the already disordered crystal. The same resu
observed in dose effects~Fig. 4! and rate effects~Fig. 5! as
well. Hence, independently of the type of the disorder a
how it is produced, thea-BP structure is formed preferen
tially over thea-CRN component from predisordered GaA
rather than directly from the crystal. This seems to be a u
versal and important property ofa-BP.

Furthermore, theI b /I a ratio at any temperature~within
applied range! is higher for larger ion dose, consistent wi
the interpretation that BP originates from strained bonds
tween small Si atom and host atoms~Sec. IV B!. However,
BP is not caused by the presence of foreign atoms only, s
for the same dose~i.e., the same concentration of Si atom!
the relative BP intensity as well as theI b /I a ratio vary con-
siderably with implant temperature as well as with dose ra
It seems that the increase of total disorder~Figs. 5 and 7! and
the resulting increase of strain between differently disorde
parts of the layer is sufficient to increase the BP compon
Consequently, all experimental results regarding the
component can be interpreted consistently by postulating
strained bonds both inside strained blobs and at their bou
aries ~interfaces with the relaxed surrounding! cause ‘‘ex-
cess’’ vibrational states that are manifest as the BP com
nent of the disorder in Raman spectra. Within this pictu
both implant temperature dependence, rate, and dose de
dence of growth and accumulation of different phases of
disorder can be explained consistently.

The ability to create the BP structure in a controlled w
by ion implantation is unique and important, offering a num
ber of exciting possibilities in future experiments. The
should lead to a better understanding ofa-BP in tetrahedrally
coordinated semiconductors. It also raises confidence in
solution of this long-standing problem in glasses as w
where BP structure is inherently present, hence it canno
either created or annihilated controllably.

V. CONCLUSIONS

GaAs crystals were implanted in a wide range of i
doses, ion-dose rates, and implant temperatures and ana
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with Raman scattering~RS! and ion channeling~RBS!. RS
spectra were deconvoluted consistently and systematic
into up to four components, one of them being appar
background signal interpreted here as a boson peak. A
ments are given that this signal represents the second a
phous phase different froma-CRN.

We have postulated an intercascade distance model~ICD!
that estimates the average distanceL ICD between
implantation-induced cascades as a function of ion dose
analogous parameterLRBSwas calculated from RBS data fo
damage fractionfRBS. From RS data the correlation leng
LRS, representing the size of crystalline regions over wh
the order and translational symmetry is preserved, was de
mined by fitting of LO signal within the SC model. All thre
L ’s ~as well asLPAD obtained from PAD data for low doses!
agree nicely, proving that the correlation length in RS a
intercascade distance in RBS are equivalent. This enabl
straightforward comparison of relevant signals and a dir
correlation between RS and RBS determined disorder. W
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measure of disorder in RBS (fRBS) reflects the disordered
volume fraction of the implanted layer, RS measures sim
taneously lowering of the translational symmetry~an effect
that prevails at lower doses! and fraction of disordered vol
ume ~prevailing at higher doses!. Still fRBS and fRS remain
directly proportional even at low doses since therefRS
'L22 while L'D2(1/2). Considerable differences in sens
tivity to particular defects were used to differentiate dama
Six different types of implantation-introduced disorder we
successfully resolved.
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